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DEGREE RESULT CLAUSES
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We study the grammar of Degree Result Subordinated Clauses in Romance Languages (Span-
ish, Galician, Catalan, French, Italian) as are instantiated by sentences (1)–(5).

The problem and previous explanations. Degree Result Clauses express the conse-
quence that follows from taking a quality (“such a NP” : tal (Sp.), tel (Fr.), tale (It.); or a quan-
tity (“so few N”), a quality (so quick) or a modality (so quickly) (tan (Sp), cosi, tanto (It.) tant
(Fr.)),  denoted  by  the  prases  composed  with  those  words  in  the  main  clause,  in  an  extreme
grade. Because of that meaning, Subordinated Result Clauses have been analyzed as comple-
ments of the degree word in the main clause. However, as Rouveret (1978) [1], and Guéron
and May (1982) [2], among others, proved, the result clause appears far away from the degree
head, to the right of the main clause, and in a hierarchical position that is higher than the posi-
tion of the degree phrase (6). Is that an extraposed position? Is that the position at which the
result clause is generated? Guéron and May (1982) argued for English that the relation be-
tween the degree word and the result clause complement is reconstructed at Logical Form
(LF).

Our proposal. To account for the properties of Degree Result Clauses in Romance
Languages, we propose an explanation based on Guéron and May LF account, but with some
modifications, which, in our opinion, can be justified by the result meaning expressed by
those sentences, and by some properties observed in their evolution from Latin to Romance
Languages (Narbona 1978 [3], Bartol 1998: 29–30 [4]).

The meaning of result denoted by Degree Result Clauses is made out of: (a) A cause-
effect relation established between the events denoted by the main and the subordinated result
clause. (b) An estimation of an extreme degree in comparison with the one presupposed to be
normal, which is responsible for causing the effect denoted by the subordinate result clause
(Meier 2003 [5]). In that cause-effect relation, the extreme degree word is the antecedent and
the result clause is the consequent.

How  are  such  relational  meanings  expressed  in  syntax?  How  can  we  represent  the
grammar of the relation between the degree word and the word being graded, and the relation
between the antecedent and the consequent Narbona (1978 [3]) and Bartold (1986 [4]) pro-
pose a historical derivation for Spanish tal (“such”), and así (“in this way”), which we sum-
marize in (7). But what is the constituent monstrated by the quality demonstrative tal, and by
extension, by tel (Fr.), tale (It.), tan (Sp.) cosi, tanto (It.) tant (Fr.)? It couldn’t be the subordi-
nate clause because its meaning does not match with the meaning of tal. Tal, rather, seems to
refer to an adverbial causal expression implicit in the result sentence. We critically consider
two possible analyses:

a) The causal implicit expression is an empty pronominal (PRO) in syntax (8), which is
interpreted as a semantic variable. Tal is semantically analyzed as a General Quantifier that
binds the causal variable in the result clause at Logical Form.

b)  The  implicit  causal  expression  is  an  empty  pronominal  (PRO)  that  is  bound  by  an
empty Operator (Op). This operator can either be moved to the specifier of the complemen-
tizer phrase (CP) (9), or it could be generated in that position in the base (10).

(1) María escondió el    tesoro    en tal    lugar que nadie     pudo    encontrarlo. (Spanish)
      Maria hid          the  treasure in such  place that nobody could    find CL
       ‘Maria hid the treasure in such a place that nobody could find it.’
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(2) Xoan é  tan despistado       que  nin  sequera  me               viu. (Galician)
      John  is so  absentminded  that  not  even CL.2P.PL       saw
       ‘John is such an absentminded person that he didn’t even see me.’

(3) Piove  tanto        che   fa         paura. (Italian)
      Rains  so-much  that  causes  fear
     ‘It is raining so much that people are frighten.’

(4) Hi               ha      tants           alumnes,   que  un     s’            hi                perd. (Catalan)
      CL-THERE    have   so-many    students,    that  one CL-SELF.CL-THERE    loses
      ‘There are so many students that one gets lost.’

(5) Jean était        si   timide  qu’  il    sortait              trè      peu. (French)
      John wasIMP so shy       that  he  went_outIMP   very   little
       ‘John was so shy that he very occasionally went out.’

(6) I told heri that so many people attended last year’s concert that I made Maryi nervous. [7,
p. 29a]

comparative correlation
(7) Tal Focalization of tal Degree Result Clause

demonstrative value

(8) … tali … que nadie pudo encontrarlo PRO.CAUSEi

(9)  [CP Opi  [C que [ … tracei… ] ] ]

(10)  [CP Opi  [C que [ … PROi… ] ] ]

Abbreviations. CL = clitic, IMP = impefect, LF = logical form, N = noun, NP = noun phrase, P =
person, PL = plural, PRO = empty pronominal, Op  = empty operator, CP = complementizer
phrase, C = complementizer .
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